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Dear All,
A

M
and for your particiipation in ourr conference ccall on
Thankk you for your interest in MSMA
Mond
day, October 8, 2012. We
e appreciate your
y
commitm
ment to MSM
MA and we weelcome the
opporrtunity to upd
date you on im
mportant devvelopments ppertinent to o
our products.
he call, questions were raised that we bbelieve are off interest to aall of you, as
During and after th
well as
a to those wh
ho were unab
ble to join the
e call. We aree going to resspond to thesse questions,
and place
p
these qu
uestions and answers
a
to th
hem on the O
Organic Arsenical Products Task Force
(OAPTTF) website, http://www.o
h
oaptf.com, for your convennience.

he timetable for Group II uses
u 1, according to the agrreement with
h EPA has beeen changed.
Q: Th
Does the change affect the removal of MSMA
M
from F lorida?
ment betwee
en the registraants and EPA
A, Group II usees were
A: According to the agreem
sccheduled to be
b off label byy the end of 2012,
2
with usee permitted u
until the end of 2013. A
re
eview of the science
s
was going
g
to take place in 20122, following w
which an appliication for
re
eregistration of MSMA for these uses would
w
be posssible. Florida is listed with
h Group III
usses2. Florida is
i different fro
om the otherr states becauuse the canceellation of MSSMA in Floridaa
iss state‐specific, and has no
o bearing on Federal
F
restricctions or anyy other state rrestrictions.
Th
he state of Florida require
es studies thatt the Task Forrce cannot justify, and, theerefore,
MSMA
M
produccts were withd
drawn from Florida.
F
(Pleasse note: MSM
MA use on co
otton is
permitted on Florida
F
cotton
n‐producing counties).
c
Q: According to th
he agreement with EPA, Group
G
III uses2 were cancellled in 2009, w
with use
0. However, users
u
heard tthat the use iss allowed unttil product
permitted untiil end of 2010
depletion. Is this correct?
A: According to th
he agreement with EPA th
he use of Grouup III uses waas allowed on
nly until end o
of
010. The canccellation orde
er that EPA issued later cleearly specified
d that these u
uses are
20
1
2

Grou
up II uses are Golf
G courses, so
od farms and Highway
H
Right of Ways
Grou
up III uses:

Oct. 2012
allowed until product depletion, provided that the product label allows such uses. Based on
recent communications with EPA, we can confirm that the Task Force and EPA are in
agreement that MSMA products labeled for Group III uses in the channels of trade can be
used through depletion. To the extent the cancellation order and Agreement may be read
otherwise, EPA and the Task Force are working on a new cancellation order that EPA intends
to issue soon that will, in addition to clarifying other issues, clearly state that use of MSMA
products labeled for Group III uses is allowed through depletion.
Q: The states are not aware of the change in the timetables, thus certain states refuse to
register MSMA after 2012. What does the Task Force plan to do?
A: The Task Force is actively discussing the issue with EPA and will make sure that the states
are aware of the change in timetables.
Q: Is there a basis for optimism with regard to the future of MSMA following the science
review?
A: The Task Force is very optimistic about the outcome of the science review process. EPA’s
decision to ban MSMA was based on EPA’s cancer risk assessment for inorganic arsenic.
Recently, the mechanism of action of inorganic arsenic has been shown to be such that it
has a threshold, and it has been clearly demonstrated that the risk of cancer due to
exposure to inorganic arsenic is only relevant to situations where the exposures are very
high. Such exposures do not occur in the US and certainly are not due to the use of MSMA.
EPA also is currently reviewing effects of inorganic arsenic that are not related to cancer.
While this is a new area of inquiry, the Task Force is optimistic that this review will reflect
the new science revealing a threshold mode of action.
We hope this information is helpful.

